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Vikram, who has the mental growth of a five-year-old, works at a chocolate factory in Ooty for his livelihood. He takes care of his six-year-old daughter, Baby Sarah, when his wife dies. Baby Sarah loves her father very much and refuses to go to school knowing her father's condition. One fine day, baby Sarah is kidnapped by Vikram's
father-in-law (Sachin Khedkar) and his wife's sister, Amala Paul. Rich and wealthy Sachin Khedkar wants custody of his granddaughter. Vikram, with the help of amateur defenders Anushka and Santhanam fights to recover his daughter. Whether Vikram gets custody of his daughter or not is the rest of the narration. English [CC] 7 wins
and 11 nominations. See more awards » Edit Learn more Edit Krishna (Vikram), who has the mental maturity of a five-year-old, works in a chocolate factory in Ooty. Your wife delivers a baby girl and dies. The girl, Nila (Sara) is raised in her own way by Krishna. He bathes all his love and cares about her. But fate takes a fast turn. Nila's
grandfather Rajendran (Sachin Khedkar), a powerful and influential man in society, enters the scene. Fearing that his granddaughter is not safe under a mentally challenged father, he takes the girl out of Krishna. His other daughter Shwetha (Amala Paul) takes care of the child. Krishna runs from pillar to pole to retrieve his daughter. He
meets the lawyer Anuradha (Anushka) and Vinod (Santhanam), his junior. They listen to Krishna's past and promise that they would do their best to regain custody of Nila. Bashyam (Nasser), one of the main defenders, appears for Rajendran. The rest is legal battle and arguments in court and who wins finally. Written by Raju Plot
Summary | Add synopsis certificate: See all certifications » Parent's Guide: Add content advice to parents » Edit Nasser's character name is 'Bhashyam' which means 'speak' in Sanskrit and consequently he is a great lawyer. See more » Remake of I Am Sam (2001) See more » User Reviews Copyright © 2020 Sun NXT, all related
channels, content, movies, images, visuals, clips, logos, programs and music, are the property of Sun TV Network Ltd. All rights reserved. Terms of Use | Privacy Policy
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